FLASHING LAP NOTE
LAP APRON AND ROLL GUARD (SLOPED) 2" MINIMUM WITH 2 ROWS OF BUTYL SEALANT.

PLYWOOD SHEATHING
WALL PANEL
RAT GUARD (SLOPED)
APRON

BOX END OF PANEL AND INJECT APPROVED
SEALANT IN CORNERS
INJECT APPROVED SEALANT BETWEEN
Panel AND Z CLOSURE
POP RIVET 12" O.C.

ZEE CLOSURE (REFER TO DETAIL 12-00
FOR INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS)

#10-13 GP PANCAKE HEAD
FASTENERS 12" O.C.

DMI DYNACLAD SYNTHETIC UDIL OR
EQUAL (EXTEND UP WALL 8" MIN.)

PANEL CLIP 60" O.C. MAX
(FASTENED WITH 2 #14-13 DP1
FASTENER 1/2" MIN.
PENETRATION INTO DECK)
DMI TL25 PANEL

4 HOLE 18 GA. DMI
BEARING PLATE

RIGID INSULATION (FASTEN
WITH 8 PLATES AND FASTENERS
PER 4' X 8' SHEET)

METAL DECKING

TWO CONTINUOUS ROWS OF BUTYL TAPE
FOUR #10-16 DP3 PANCAKE HEAD FASTENERS PER PANEL MIN.

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS SHOWN UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED ARE MINIMUM DIMENSIONS.